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CASE STUDY:
Ecolec Installation - what a customer says

became obvious that to have maximum control we needed
to separate these. Therefore with seven zones every room
can be controlled independently.

Robert Page says;

Every family will be different; my wife goes out to work, I
work from home and we have a daughter who has returned
to the fold and keeps unusual hours as they do. The heating
system easily copes with this as each space can have its
individual temperature and timer controls. For example
when I work at home I simply heat the area I work in and
have other rooms at a lower temperature.

“Having decided to refurbish and redecorate our apartment
we wanted to look into modernising as much as possible.
Regarding the heating we were happy to stay with an
electric system which is commonplace in modern apartments
nowadays. The original developer had installed an Ecolec
panel system in a very random way, so we started with
re-positioning these more sensibly, under windows etc plus
we added a couple to ensure maximum comfort.
Making contact with Ecolec made us aware of a new
wireless range they were just introducing to the market. I
was fairly new to this sort of technology, but soon did some
research to understand what is generally available. There
are a number of companies that offer a very expensive/
complicated all-inclusive packages. (Lighting, curtains doors,
security etc). This was not what I wanted!
The Ecolec package is simple, all you do is plug their
gateway into your broadband router and pair up the
thermostats with the radiators and link this to the website they supply. You will need to pay attention to the
instructions when pairing, but once you have done one its
simple. (A bit like building an Ikea wardrobe then reading the
instructions afterwards).
What’s good about it? The simple answer is absolute
control! The apartment is three bedrooms with two
bathrooms. Initially we were going to have six zones with
the master bedroom and en-suite being together, but it soon

All controlled in our case from iPad or a PC. When we are
away or on holiday the apartment can be set to ‘away’ mode
by just setting a low temperature so nothing freezes. In our
case when on our way back an hour or so before we arrive
it can all be switched on again so the apartment is up to
temperature on arrival.
For those who are a bit more technically minded when using
this system on multiple devices there is no need to upload
your settings to a central server; this is necessary with some
other competitors, causing much frustration if you forget!”

Operators of a small 10 bedroom hotel must be able to
control the temperature of a hotel bedroom remotely
from outside the bedroom so that they can optimise
on heating levels according to whether the room is
occupied or not.
Simply log in to your home/office ecolec smart heating
system via the internet to check the air temperature in
any zone/room and make the changes necessary. Other
manufacturers do not provide as much flexibility.

Ecolec Multiple Zone enables you to:
• Control temperature and heating in up to 10 different zones
• Set up custom 7 day programmes to suit any requirement
• Operate the system from a computer, tablet or mobile phone
Ecolec Multiple Zone Benefits:
• Complete heating control • Energy & cost saving
• Easy to use & programme • Easy upgrade to existing products

WCT MZ02

WCT MZ01

MZ Starter Kit including 1x MZ02
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